Custom Window Treatments

Guide to Designing
Beautiful Windows
LET’S GET THIS WINDOW PARTY STARTED!
You’ll love how easy it is.

You Deserve A Treat(ment)

1

Flat Roman Fabric Shades in 17200 Mod Mums/Persimmon with Cordless Control and Privacy Lining; Custom Pillows

CHOOSE YOUR LOOK
First, order samples and look at them in the room you’re
updating and consider: Will I need privacy? Lighting
control? Insulation? Pet and child-safe products? (We
recommend cordless, loop control or motorized choices
for homes with kids and pets.)
Call us at 800.248.8888 to chat live with our designers.

2

MEASURE YOUR WINDOWS
Choose inside or outside mount, then take a few
simple measurements. Use a metal measuring tape for
accuracy, and measure every window to the nearest
eighth of an inch – windows that look identical may not
be.
A step-by-step guide is available at
smithandnoble.com/measuring, or we can talk you
through it on the phone. Prefer to have us do the
measuring? We’ll do it for FREE and we guarantee
a perfect fit.
Visit smithandnoble.com/freemeasure or call us at
800.248.8888 to see if service is available in your area.

3

ORDER YOUR PRODUCTS

4

INSTALL AND CELEBRATE!

Call us at 800.248.8888 or go online to
smithandnoble.com. Most products will arrive
within 7 to 10 business days.

Because it’s like getting a new wardrobe for your
windows. For installation in a snap, simple step-by-step
instructions come with every product. You can also see
them online at smithandnoble.com/installing. And, of
course, we’re just a phone call away.

On the cover: Wave Fold Drapery in 17237 Kuba Sheer/Bronze; Metro Track Flat Wood Hardware
Need More Help? See page 25
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Define Your Project
With any design project, you want to take some time to think about your vision before you jump in and start making decisions. This especially rings true for those investment
pieces (like custom window treatments) that you want to love looking at for more than just one or two seasons. We can help you figure out how you plan to accomplish your goals,
offering as much independence or as much help as you’d like. See page 25 for details about our complimentary design services.
Double layered Single Pleat Drapery (front) in 17215 Diamond Maze/Black (back) in 17238)
Serene Sheer/Soft White; Metro Track Round Wood Hardware

Flat Roman Shades in 17209 Java Ikat/Indigo with Slim Headrail and Privacy Lining

Flat Roman Shades in 16932 Ankara/Oak Buff with Insulation Lining and Cordless Control; Custom Pillows

Need More Help? See page 25
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Form & Function
How do you want the window to feel—tailored, romantic, modern? What do you need your window treatments to do — block the sun, create privacy, make the room less drafty? Do
you have unique windows or doors? Do you want to control your shades with remote? Your answers to those questions will ultimately guide you to the window treatment that truly
reflects your wants, needs and style. Call us at 800.248.8888 to chat live with our designers if you need more guidance.
Solar Shade in 17288 Duality/Black with Motivia Motorization Remote, Decorative Cassette in Black; Custom Pillows

2”
Parisian
Wood Pleat
BlindsDrapery
in 16325
in Vintage/Blanca
17014 Elusive/Latigo
with Ladder
with Insulation
Tape in 14292
Lining,Linen/Cocoa
layered over 21/4” Wood

Your Click Is My Command
Raise and lower shades with the touch
of a button with Motivia™ Motorization
Flat Fold Natural Woven Shades in 16794 Ananda/Soft White with
Cordless Control

Need More Help? See page 25

2 1/2” Sheer Shadings in 16143 Herringbone/Taupe with Loop Control
and DecorativeCassette in White
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One Size Does Not Fit All
The arch. The clerestory. The skylight. The bay. The sliding door. The french door. We have custom options for every shape. (Yes, even that one.) At S&N, we know windows and doors
don’t come in just one size. Which is why every treatment is made-to-order for a flawless fit. We can say with confidence that a ready-made treatment will simply be a misfit.

Single Pleat Drapery with Privacy Lining in 17172 Darya Dots/Navy with Ribbon
Edge Banding in 17043 Luxe/Eclipse & Wrought Iron Medium Hardware layered
over Natural Woven Waterfall Shades in 15323 Delphi Natural

Specialty Petite Cell Honeycomb Skylight Shade in
3529 Snow

Solar Panel Track in 17278 Lush/Vanilla

11/2” Wood Blinds in 3347 Brilliant White with
Cordless Control and Westchester Valance

Specialty Grand Cell Honeycomb Arch Shade in
3263 Natural
Soft Top Drapery in 16986 Spirograph/Pear;
Cosmopolitan Grand Corner Rod Set Hardware

Wave Drapery in 16677 Textured Sheer/White; Euro Track Hardware
Need More Help? See page 25
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Coordinate With Confidence
Design elements should tie together (color, pattern or style), even if they’re going in multiple spaces. Matching is not necessary, but there should be a sense of cohesion. A solid plus
a pattern is a popular combination - if your window treatment involves a pattern, pair it with a solid color found within the pattern. Mixing multiple patterns can also be fun, as long as
they have one color in common. Hardware is designed to coordinate across all product lines and our library of on-trend fabrics and trim, available by the yard, can be used to make
your own décor accents.
Grommet Drapery in 17187 Avalon/Teal with
Privacy Lining; Cosmopolitan Grand Hardware,
layered over Tailored Natural Woven Shades in
16795 Tongli/Ivory with Slim Headrail

Need More Help? See page 25
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Why custom?
Because a custom window treatment is designed by you and crafted to fit your unique window. You won’t find one exactly like it anywhere else. Just like the perfect accessories and
perfect fit make the outfit, a well-dressed window pulls a room together. Let us show you what we can do - find more design solutions at smithandnoble.com/beforeandafter.

Light-Filtering Grand Cell Honeycomb Shades in 16346 Cambria/Spa with Motivia Motorization Remote and Fabric Wrapped Rails; Custom Pillows

Design Challenge

This small seating area was
uncomfortably warm during
the summer months, due to the
room’s southern exposure. The
owner wanted to find a way to
keep the area cooler without
taking away from her beach
house aesthetic. She loved the
wide molding and wall panels,
so it was important for the
treatments to be tailored to the
windowpanes.

Need More Help? See page 25

Solution

Cambria Honeycomb Shades with Motivia™ Motorization offered the perfect combination of energy efficiency, light reduction and
airy, understated style. The shades’ cellular structure keep rooms cool in the summer and warm in the winter, and their raw linen-like
appearance fits in perfectly with the natural textures in the small space. A soft blue color fits the coastal style of the room, and the remote
control operation means no one has to break from their reading or relaxing to adjust the shades – it’s simply a matter of pressing a button.
Guide To Designing Beautiful Windows
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Relaxed Roman Fabric Shades in 17194 Ripples/Grass with Motivia Motorization Remote and Insulation Lining; Custom Pillows

Design Challenge

This casual living room featured an
expansive wall of windows, which made
enjoying the space difficult on bright days.
The homeowner wanted to diffuse the
light with a treatment that would soften the
hard lines of the furniture without covering
up the crown molding. Because the large
sectional made window access difficult, it
was important to choose treatments that
could be adjusted from a distance.

Need More Help? See page 26

Solution

Relaxed Roman Fabric Shades with Motivia™ Remote Motorization are perfect for filtering the sun’s rays and bringing softness
to this space. Their gentle curves offset the straight lines of the furniture and window molding, and the light green pattern
picks up on the natural beauty outdoors. Because the shades can be adjusted with the simple touch of a remote control
button, the homeowner can always strike the perfect balance of light coverage, no matter the time of day. Coordinating
pillows further soften the room and carry the delicate green tones throughout the space.
Guide To Designing Beautiful Windows
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3” Sheer Shadings in 1314 Swiss Coffee with Cordless Control, Decorative Cassette in White; Custom Pillows

Design Challenge

This corner seating area boasts
a gorgeous view but with too
much direct sun for comfort.
The homeowners wanted to
tone down the brightness of the
space – and in doing so protect
their furniture and floors from
fading – while still being able to
enjoy their view. Because they
have pets, it was paramount
that the treatments they chose
be cord free.
Need More Help? See page 25

Solution

Cordless Sheer Shadings offered everything this space needed – gently diffused sunlight and the ability to enjoy the view. With the vanes
open, the homeowners and their pets could enjoy elegantly diffused light and the gorgeous vista outside. The reduction of bright light
greatly reduced UV damage to furniture and floors, and the cord-free design made the area ultra-safe for pets.
Guide To Designing Beautiful Windows
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Soft Top Drapery in 17198 Batik Floral/Harbor with Privacy Lining; Wrought Iron Grand Hardware, layered over Natural Woven
Waterfall Shades in 14904 Fiji/Raffia with Slim Headrail; Custom Pillows

Design Challenge

This large room came with a series of
design challenges – the owner wanted
to liven it up with color and pattern,
while also bringing light control to
the double sliding glass doors and
adjacent French doors. Due to the
dramatic slanted ceiling, the two
sets of doors featured significantly
different properties – the sliding glass
doors abutted the ceiling while the
French doors were situated beneath
a tall wall. The owner wanted stylish
treatments that could bring cohesion
to the space, and could emphasize
the height of both the French doors
and the sliding glass doors.

Need More Help? See page 25

Solution

The airy space is instantly enlivened by fresh floral-print drapery. Hung on custom corner rods that are close to the ceiling, the
drapery unifies and adds height to the uniquely situated sliding glass doors and French doors. Our Natural Woven Shades serve
as a stylish under treatment, bringing a coordinated layer of texture that’s right at home in this natural space, and allowing the
homeowners to adjust the light when the drapery is open.
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Classic Wave Drapery in 17143 Southport Stripe/Navy with Privacy Lining; Metro Track Flat Wood Hardware; Custom Pillows

Design Challenge

This cheery and casual living room
includes a large sliding glass door,
which opens directly onto a yard and
pool area. On most days, the sunlight
from the yard shines directly into the
space, overwhelming the room and
its occupants with too much direct
light and heat. The homeowners
wanted to find a way to control the
light while keeping access to the
outdoors easy.
Need More Help? See page 25

Solution

Because their style is casual and fairly contemporary, the owners hadn’t considered Drapery; they assumed it would be too fussy
and formal. All it took was seeing our canvas panels in cool sailor stripes to change their mind. Hung with smooth Traversing
Hardware, the panels are easy to open and close, allowing family members to block out bright light during the middle of the day, or
let light in during the morning and late afternoon hours. Throw pillows in coordinating colors help to tie the whole room together.
Guide To Designing Beautiful Windows
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Luxe Linen Grand Cell Room Darkening Vertical Honeycomb Shades in 15106 Marigold with Luxe Linen Grand Cell Room Darkening Honeycomb Shades in 15106 Marigold with Motivia Motorization; Custom Pillows

Design Challenge

French doors that open up to a
balcony are a beloved attribute of
this light and airy bedroom. The
homeowners enjoy the daylight that
streams in through the doors and
nearby windows, but wanted to find
a treatment that could fully block the
light when it was time for sleeping.
Because their design style is simple
and casual, they wanted to make
sure their window treatments were
neither fussy nor complicated.

Need More Help? See page 26

Solution

With their classic styling and exceptional light control, Luxe Linen Room Darkening Honeycomb Shades were the perfect fit for this
bedroom. They efficiently darken the space for sleeping, and because of their cellular structure, have the added bonus of keeping
the room cool during summer months and warm during the winter months. Their linen-like texture gives them a slightly elevated
appearance and their neutral tone allows them to blend into the window molding when raised. Vertical Honeycomb Shades on the
doors allow easy access to the outside, while the horizontal shades on the windows feature Motivia™ Motorization – the owners can
lift and lower them from anywhere in the room.
Guide To Designing Beautiful Windows
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Roller Shades in 17276 Havana/Drizzle with Cordless Control, Decorative Cassette in White with 2 on 1 Headrail, layered with Soft Top Drapery in 17144 Southport Stripe/Graphite; Metro Track Flat Aluminum
Hardware; Cuatom Pillows

Design Challenge

Like a lot of bedrooms, this space
called for window treatments that
offer a range of light filtering options.
During the day, the owner wanted
her son to be able to easily open the
window when fresh air was desired,
as well has fully experience the view.
She also wanted there to be an option
for filtered light and privacy during
the day. At night, the room needed
to be completely dark and as quiet as
possible.
Need More Help? See page 25

Solution

Two textured Roller Shades on a single headrail allow easy access to the window, should fresh air be desired. The individually
functioning shades are fully cordless - and therefore extremely safe - and can be left down for filtered light or fully raised for an
unobstructed view. Set behind a unifying cassette valance, they blend nicely into the clean, modern aesthetic. Two Drapery Panels,
in a contemporary taupe and black stripe, allow the room to become fully dark at night, thanks to their blackout lining. Hung well
above the window, they make the room feel larger, but cozier thanks to the fabric.
Guide To Designing Beautiful Windows
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Parisian Pleat Drapery in 16988 Tahla/Spice with Privacy Lining; Crystal Hardware, layered with 2 3/4” Wood Blinds in 16312 Heritage/Burnished with Ladder Tape in 14289 Linen/Sand

Design Challenge

This classic bay window with original
moulding is gorgeous, so it can be
hard to imagine covering it up. But
the truth is that when it’s dressed
properly, the whole space is far
more enjoyable to spend time in.
And, even with box panels and a
chair rail, the room is understated.
The homeowner was looking for an
elegant way to add a little drama to
the hard-to-fit bay window.

Need More Help? See page 25

Solution

We started with Wood Blinds with ladder tapes to pick up on the wood finish of the floor and chairs, which builds on the custom
look of the space. The red drapery fabric - suspended from a custom corner rod designed for bay windows - in a classic ogee
pattern adds color and drama. And a crystal end cap plays brilliantly off the glass light fixture for a space that’s polished and inviting.
Guide To Designing Beautiful Windows
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Design Challenge

In a loft studio apartment, there was
the need for light control. But with
standard window treatments, some
of the unique architectural features
would be lost. The trick was finding
a solution that was visually warm
and interesting, while functionally
hardworking.

Need More Help? See page 25

Cordless Top Down/Bottom Up Luxe Linen Room Darkening Honeycomb Shade in 16283 Aqua with Flat Roman Fabric Shades in 16653 Fiore/Aqua; Custom Pillows

Solution

Light-blocking Honeycomb shades with cordless top down/bottom up functionality met all of our goals. The minimalist aesthetic fits
in with the modern environment, and the colorful fabric adds warmth and character. The top down/bottom up feature offers ultimate
versatility in terms of light mitigation, airflow and privacy - and also happens to look really cool. A blackout lining added to the fabric
shades on the small windows right next to the bed means the room is optimized for slumber. Pillows made from coordinating
fabric pull the space together.
Guide To Designing Beautiful Windows
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the wendy bellissimo home & kids collections
When you think of Southern California style, chances are you envision breezy sophistication, and sun-kissed spaces. Wendy Bellissimo is one of the tastemakers behind that vision. This
exclusive collection of window treatments reflect the colors, materials and finishes that inspired not only her own home, but also those of the celebrity clients for which she designs.
Wendy Bellissimo was among the first designers to recognize the style potential of nurseries and kids rooms. She is known for creating bedrooms that reflect the sweetness and whimsy
of childhood, while still flowing seamlessly with the sophistication of the rest of the home — and almost miraculously, maintaining their appeal from babyhood up through the teen years.

2” Cordless Wood Blinds
in 16902 Big Sur

Fabric Shades in 16911
Chevron/Navy; Custom Pillows

SEE THE ENTIRE COLLECTION AT smithandnoble.com/wendybellissimo
Soft Top Drapery (Front) in 16702 Sonata/Oatmeal with
(Back) Drapery in 16707 Siatka Sheer/White; Custom Pillows

Natural Woven Waterfall Shades in 16825 Sutra
Blended with Loop Control and Privacy Lining;
Custom Pillows

Need More Help? See page 25

Hidden Tab Drapery in 16912 Hannah/
Yellow layered over Room-Darkening
Grand Honeycomb Shade in Yellow 17048
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Quick Start Questions

2 3/4” Wood Blinds in 3370 Cashew with Loop Control and ladder Tape in 15470 Twill/Amber: Custom Pillows

With any design project, you want to take some
time to evaluate your functional needs and
determine your creative vision. Here are some
of the key questions to ask yourself as you get
started. Go to page 20 for our Project Worksheet.
Who uses the room and what is the room
used for— playing, entertaining, working,
relaxing or sleeping?
What’s the specific challenge you need to
solve? Is there too much glare on your TV or
computer screen? Is the sun fading your sofa
or wood floor? Is there too little privacy? Is
the room too cold or hot?
What are your favorite colors? Not sure?
Check your closet. Usually the colors we love
most are reflected in our wardrobes as well
as our homes.
Are there patterns or colors in the
room? Or are most of the furnishings
solids or neutrals?
What’s the style you hope to achieve?
Casual or formal? Dramatic or minimal?
Traditional or modern?
Eclectic or classic?
Are your windows tall or hard to reach?
What’s your budget?

Need more help?
We have online and over-the-phone support every
step of the way. See page 25 for details about our
complimentary services.

Guide To Designing Beautiful Windows
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Swatch me.

Double layered Pinch Pleat Drapery in (front) 17199 Dehli/Pumice with Insulation Lining (back) in 17239 Serene Sheer/Champagne; Metro Track Round Wood
Hardware

Happiness on the house.
Inspired by what you see in this guide? Get your
perfect look with the help of FREE samples you
can touch and try. So you can finally match that
chair (you know the one). Transform a view into
a vista. Lighten up your living space. Choose up
to 30 samples, FREE — and let your imagination
loose. Because when it comes to design, there’s
no such thing as too much of a good thing.

17199 Delhi/
Pumice

17197 Batik
Floral/Dove

17169
Emroidered Quill/
Pewter

17189 Jakarta/
Latte

Flat Roman Fabric Shade in Hemp/White 9435

Metro Track Round Wood Rod Set in 15088 Ivory with
Metro Track end cap Finial in 7571 Antique
17166 Alida/Pumcie

17179 Persia/Latte

17171 Endless Ogee/Pumice

17189 Jakarta/Latte

Need More Help? See page 25
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Sample Project
UNLEASH YOUR INNER DESIGNER
(No one needs to know we helped.)

LUXE LINEN
ROOM DARKENING
HONEYCOMB SHADES

Room Darkening materials are
ideal for bedrooms, nurseries,
media rooms or anywhere
light blocking is required
for privacy & enhanced
insulation.

Luxe Linen Room Darkening Honeycomb Shades in 17103 Marsala w/ Cordless
Control & Wrapped Rails, layered w/ Dawson Valance in 16935 Bramshill/Picante

VERSATILE
LAYERING

While beautiful on
their own, Honeycomb
Shades are an inspired
first layer under
Drapery or a
Cornice.

ENERGY EFFICIENT

Projec

The hexagonal cell shape of
these cellular shades traps
air in an insulating layer
between your room and the
outdoors – lower heating
bills in the winter, less AC
in the summer.
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17006 Oceanside/Marsala
with Single Pleat Drapery in 17231 Sheer Fretwork/Pewter; Wrought Iron Hardware
Need More Help? See page 25
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Project Worksheet
Combine your inspiration side-by-side with your practical needs. Start a design file to organize printed images you love, and use Pinterest to create a digital inspiration board to
focus your vision. As you go, fill out the questionnaire below to help you close in on the best design for your space and style.

Name of room

Budget range:
0 — $500

$501 — $1000

$1000+

My decorating style
Who uses room
Room activities
Room’s color palette

TIP: Check the current color palette of the room. What are the prominent colors of the room?
What are the current accent colors? What colors do you prefer, overall?

I NEED...

Privacy
Noise dampening
Room darkening
UV protection for my furniture/floors
To protect my view

I want the windows to look...

Energy efficiency
I have children/pets

I like window treatments that...

Questions

I don’t like window treatments that...

Need More Help? See page 25
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Product Comparison
PRODUCT

PRIVACY

ROOM-DARKENING

UV PROTECTION

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

SAFETY OPTIONS

MOTORIZATION

SPECIALTY WINDOWS

HONEYCOMB SHADES
Ship in 5 days

Best
(Classic fabrics)

Best
(Classic blackout
fabrics)

Best

Best (Twincell
or any Blackout fabrics)

• Cordless
• Loop control

Motivia Remote

Arch
Vertical
Skylight
Doors

SHEER SHADINGS
Ship in 5 days

Better

Better
(light dimming materials)

Best

Good

• Cordless
• Loop control
• Retractable Cord

Motivia Wand
Motivia Remote

Doors
Vertical

PLEATED SHADES
Ship in 5 days

Better
(with lining)

Better
(with lining)

Better

Good

• Cordless
• Loop control

ROLLER SHADES
Ship in 5 days

Best
(room-darkening
fabrics)

Better
(room-darkening fabrics)

Better

Good

• Cordless
• Loop control

Motivia Wand
Motivia Remote

Doors (with Panel Track)

SOLAR SHADES
Ship in 5 days

Daytime only

Not applicable

Best
(Koolblack)

Best
(Chroma fabrics)

• Cordless
• Loop control

Motivia Wand
Motivia Remote

Doors (with Panel Track)

NATURAL WOVEN
SHADES
Ship in 5 days

Better
(with liner)

Better
(with Blackout)

Better
(with liner)

Better
(with liner)

• Loop control
• Cordless (on Flat Fold
& Tailored styles only)

Motivia Remote

Doors (with Slim Headrail)

FABRIC SHADES
Ship in 7 days

Better

Better
(with Blackout)

Better

Best
(with Insulation liner)

• Cordless
• Loop control

WOOD BLINDS
Ship in 5 days

Better

Good

Better

Good

• Cordless
• Loop control

Doors

DURAWOOD BLINDS
Ship in 5 days

Better

Good

Better

Better

• Cordless

Doors

METAL BLINDS
Ship in 5 days

Better

Good

Better

Good

• Cordless
• Breakaway tassel
• Cord cleat

Doors

SHUTTERS

Better

Good

Better

Better

• No cords

Arch
Cafe
Doors

DRAPERY & HARDWARE
Ships in 7 days

Best
(with liner)

Best
(with Blackout)

Best
(with liner)

Best
(with Insulation liner)

• Wand
• Loop Control

Bay
Cafe
Corner
Doors

Need More Help? See page 25

Motivia Remote

Motivia Remote

Doors

Doors (with Slim Headrail)
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Measuring For Blinds & Shades
Use a metal measuring tape to ensure accuracy. Starting from the left-most window and working to the right, measure every window throughout the room. Round down to the nearest one-eighth of
an inch. Write down and label all measurements and windows. Download a worksheet from our website at smithandnoble.com/worksheet.

INSIDE MOUNT

MEASURING INSIDE MOUNTS

OUTSIDE MOUNT

MEASURING OUTSIDE MOUNTS

Inside mounts provide a finished, built-

1. Measure the width of the window frame at

Outside mounts can make a window

1. Measure the outside width of the area you

The smallest of the three measurements is

not square, or there is not sufficient

in look without covering the window

three locations: top, center and bottom.

molding.

your ordering width. Note: For Roller, Solar,

Note: Inside Mount requires a

Sheer Shadings, or Verticals record only the

minimum 2" unobstructed mounting

top width.

depth within your frame (most styles).
If your frame isn’t deep enough for

2. Measure the height of the window frame

the style you’ve chosen, use outside

frame depth for inside mounting,

an outside mount is recommended.
Note: Requires minimum 2” flat

surface above your window or on

at three locations: left, center and right.

the window frame for mounting

height. For horizontal treatments use

Visit us online for overlap specs for

For vertical treatments, use the shortest

mount.

appear larger. When windows are

longest height.

brackets (most styles).

each product (Measuring Guide).

wish to cover in three locations: top,

center and bottom. If space allows, we

recommend adding overlap to reduce
light. Note: Roller, Solar and Sheer

Shadings fabrics will be approximately 1"
narrower than ordered.

2. Measure the height of the area you wish to
cover in three locations: left, center and

right. Note: The longest of the three is

your ordering height.

3. Measure window frame depth, from closed
window, or any obstacle*, to edge.

BLINDS & SHADES CONSIDERATIONS
SQUARENESS

SURFACE ABOVE WINDOW

*OBSTACLES

Your window should be square, or treatments

Measure area you wish to cover, including allowance for mounting brackets

Obstacles such as window handles or cranks

Check for squareness by measuring diagonally

needed to clear handles, cranks, etc. as one of your No Charge Options.

with inside mount. In such cases, consider

may not work properly or hang attractively.

in both directions. If measurements differ by over
½", use outside mount.

Need More Help? See page 25

and any overlap desired on surrounding wall. Specify any extension brackets
See Product Stacking Height or Width at smithandnoble.com/measuring to
determine the wall area your treatment will cover when fully open.

could interfere with your treatments’ operation
outside mount.
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Measuring For Drapery
CHOOSE SINGLE PANEL OR PAIR

MEASURE PANELS & DRAPERY

SINGLE PANEL

1. Measure the width. To create a visually larger window: add 6"–12" on each side, beyond

• Choose Left, Right or Center panel

2. Measure height from top to bottom. Include Tabs or Rod Pockets (Tie Top measured from top

• One individual panel

PAIR

• Two equal panels: (1 Right, 1 Left)

• The width you specify will be divided into
2 equal panels totaling your overall width

window edges. Note: all styles come with fullness built in, so order exact width needed.

of panel to bottom of panel). Note: These styles are normally ordered to be installed 4"

min. above the window or near the ceiling. Be sure to add these extra inches to your final
measurements to ensure the correct height.

3. Adjust your height based on the treatment you are ordering. Note: For Rod Pocket and Tab

Top Panels, add 3∕8" to 1¼" depending on rod size. For Grommet styles, add 1". Deduct 1½" to

35∕8" if you’re hanging your panel from rings, depending on ring selection.

See smithandnoble.com/measuring for more information.

DRAPERY CONSIDERATIONS
1. FLOOR HEIGHT
Treatments that will be opened and closed regularly should fall ½” above the floor or carpeting so they skim that surface.
We recommend using traversing hardware.

4

2. SLIGHT BREAK
Add 1-4” of length for a thoughtfully-finished, designer look.
3. EXTRA LONG PUDDLE HEIGHT
Add another 5-10” of length, which is to be arranged in poufs on the floor (not recommended high traffic areas).
4. VALANCE
For panel styles that will be used as a top treatment or valance, we recommend approximately 10-20” for length.

7
5

5. SILL HEIGHT
A great choice for a window in a recess or above furniture, or for one that is opened frequently.

5
6

6. APRON HEIGHT
For ideal proportions, this look should fall 4” below the sill.
7. CAFÉ HEIGHT
Panels usually measure one-half of the window length. These styles are useful for kitchens, allowing for natural light and privacy.
Petite Rods (less than 1” in dia.) are the best choice for smaller windows. We recommend Medium Rods (1” in dia.) for larger windows.

6

1

3

2

1

8. DOUBLE LAYER TREATMENTS
To mount two panels over one window (e.g. a sheer behind an opaque fabric), indicate which will be the back treatment and which will be the front treatment. Use identical measurements
and specify double rod hardware.
9. HARDWARE
The rod width you specify on your order does not include the width of the finials on each end. Finials add ½” to 9½” on each end, depending upon the style. Hardware is ordered with the same
width as drapery. For exact finial widths by style, visit us at smithandnoble.com or call us at 800.248.8888.
Need More Help? See page 25
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Measure Worksheet
Use this space to record your window dimensions for easy reference when filling out your order form. To start, all you need is a steel measuring tape (cloth tapes are not accurate), and a
pencil. Remember to round your measurements down to the nearest eighth of an inch ( 1/8”). Tip: One of the most common mistakes is to transpose the width and height measurements.
If your situation is unique or unclear, please call for assistance at 800.248.8888. Our customer service representatives are available to help you in any way you may need.
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Need More Help? See page 25
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We're Here To Help!
From design advice to professional measuring and installation, we can help you with every aspect of your project. It’s easy and fun to create beautiful solutions that reflect
your personal style. Choose one of our three easy paths to simply beautiful windows.

Design-it-Yourself
You design, measure & install - we’ll help
call 800.248.8888
It’s easy and fun – with Free Samples, and
expert help from our on-phone designers
and website. Select your style and materials,
take a few simple measurements and place
your order. Installation’s a snap.

Measure & Install
You design, we measure & install
smithandnoble.com/freemeasure
Complimentary no-obligation measuring and
low-cost installation, plus guaranteed perfect
fit. You have fun designing, with free samples
and expert help from our on-phone designers
and website, and we’ll take care of the rest.

In-Home Design
You chill, we come to your home
smithandnoble.com/freedesigner
All of the fun of a design project, and none of
the hassle. One of our experienced designers
will bring samples to your home, and will help
with everything form product and material
selection to detailed window measurements.
The design and measuring service is
complimentary - you pay for only for products,
shipping and installation.
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